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            Badger Vaccination programme gets green light to continue 

        

        

    
    
        Vital Vale of Belvoir Badger Vaccination programme gets green light to continue – just as government announces expansion of badger cull
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            ‘Wilder’ programme takes shape as Woodland Gathering event draws closer…

        

        

    
    
        With just a week to go until a Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust’s first ever ‘Gathering’ event, to be hosted at the Skylarks Nature Reserve at Holme Pierrepont on Wednesday August 21st, the Charity…
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            Unique talks programme set to re-start at Idle Valley Nature Reserve

        

        

    
    
        A unique programme of lectures and talks by wildlife experts, nature writers and campaigners which raises funds for Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust’s work will kick of its Autumn season at Idle…
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            Wildlife Trust conservation grazing programme boosted by new arrivals as team rises to lockdown challenge. 

        

        

    
    
        All hail the dedication of the staff and volunteers who helped navigate a testing lambing and calving season during lockdown.
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            Common bird's-foot-trefoil

        

        

    
    
        Common bird's-foot-trefoil has a vareity of names that conjure up some interesting images: 'Eggs and Bacon', for instance! Its small, yellow, slipper-like flowers can be seen in all…
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            Lime hawk-moth

        

        

    
    
        The lime hawk-moth is a large, night-flying moth that can be seen from May to July in gardens, parks and woods. It is buff-coloured, with green patches on its scalloped-edged wings.
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            Horseshoe vetch

        

        

    
    
        Horseshoe vetch is a member of the pea family, so displays bright yellow, pea-like flowers and seed pods. Look for this low-growing plant on chalk grasslands from May to July.
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            Local photographer captures amazing photos of wildlife at Idle Valley Nature Reserve during lockdown

        

        

    
    
        Local photographer and wildlife watcher Mike Vickers has captured a series of stunning images of birds and other wildlife at the site since lockdown began including, crane, great white egret, smew…
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            ‘Wild welcomes’ for nature visitors given an energy boost

        

        

    
    
        Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust is delighted to announce that EDF, the energy supply company based at West Burton, are supporting the Trust’s engagement program to encourage Nottinghamshire…
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            Buff-tip moth

        

        

    
    
        It is so easy to miss this clever little moth. It is a master of disguise, blending in perfectly as it looks just like the twig of a birch tree! Flying only at night, the buff-tip moth can be seen…
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            My bigger picture

        

        

    
    
        Acclaimed underwater photographer Paul Naylor has been diving and capturing images of life in the waters around the British coast for years, with over 2,000 dives to his name. He knows the impact…
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            Quiz (test)

        

        

    
    
        How well do you know your wetland birds?  Can you guess which species these birds are from images of their chicks?
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    Our Address
  
          Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust

The Old Ragged School

Brook Street

Nottingham

NG1 1EA
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          Tel: 0115 958 8242

Email: info@nottswt.co.uk
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